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Abstract

The paper presents the main aspects concerning the electric parameters

variation of triphase asynchronous motors operating under specific environmental conditions

determined by temperature, humidity, radiation.

The testing of electric motor capability to meet and exceed the required

performances all along its operating life implies the performing of thermal and radiation

ageing while the motor is brought, in a relatively short time, under conditions equivalent to

those at the end of its service life.

The paper describes ageing and measurement techniques and the analyses of

electric parameter behavior in these environmental simulated conditions.
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Introduction

In the containment building of a nuclear reactor there are many types of

equipment, such as motors, valve and transducers. Electric motors used in nuclear power

stations operate under specific environmental conditions. These conditions are determinate by

temperature, humidity, pressure, radiation and they may be normal conditions in service, or

may be accident conditions occur during the postulated LOCA event.

The testing of electric motors capability to meet and exceed the required

performances under specific operating environmental conditions all along its operating life

implies the performing of a sequence of tests in which the environmental conditions are

simulated in a accelerated manner followed by accident simulation tests.

Simulating the ageing position of the test sequence is more difficult because of

the problem of extrapolating the results of short term accelerated laboratory experiments to

the long term exposure (up to 30 years) that actually occur in a nuclear plant.

Thermally induced ageing is the most frequently used ageing stress and also

the most easily.

The insulated system of a motor ageid under the influence of temperature and

high - energy radiation can suffer important changes in its electro-insulating properties. Thus,

by way of accelerated ageing motors are brought under conditions equivalent to those at the

end of their service life, in a relatively short time. Accelerated ageing enables a shorting of

electric motor performance evaluation time.

Accelerated thermal and radiation ageing

One of the problems taken into consideration when determining the accelerated

ageing is their value. This value is determinate by the simulation of actual degradation

mechanisms that take place in the insulating system of electric motors during the service life

taken into consideration and under specific operating conditions.

The a.c. motor analysed was manufactured by Romanian factory and is an

1500 rpm, 380V, 50Hz machine, having class of insulating F and was mean to perform in safe

related systems of a nuclear power plant.
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The tests were performed on three samples of this motor subjected to

accelerated thermal ageing at an exposure temperature 0A = 200° C, for ta = 684 hours,

according to an operating temperature of 100° C, for an operating life time of 30 years.

The temperature exposure was performed in forced air ventilation ovens in

order to obtain uniform temperatures on all the samples. Because the most deteriorating

effects of real service can be approximate by exposure to high temperature, mechanical stress,

moisture and electric stress, the motor samples were subjected after thermal exposure to a

vibration test, followed by an exposure to humidity and finally by applying voltage to so

weakened insulation. Breakdown potential testing was carried out immediately after exposure

to humidity, while condensed vapors were still visible on the insulating system in order to

detect possible failures.

The effects of above listed stress on motors performances were evaluated after

the completion of sequence of tests.

After being subjected to an endurance test and checking of parameters, the

motors have been subjected to an integrated dosage of 40 Mrad according to the period

operating life take into consideration. The monitored parameters were :

- Temperature: 45° C ± 2° C

- Relative humidity: 50 % ± 5 %

- Pressure: 1 atm ± 5 %

- Dose rate: 432,39 krad/h

The medium of the irradiation exposure was air.

Note 1. When radiation takes place in the presence of air, oxygen typically

plays a major role in the degradation pathways.

Note 2. The total dose is intended to represent the integrated lifetime dose

under normal ambient conditions (the ageing dose) plus the postulated LOCA dose. The two

may to combined in a single irradiation.

Note 3. The mechanisms leading to changes in the insulating system during

radiation ageing is similar to the degradations mechanisms operating under the environmental

stresses like elevated temperature and mechanical stress.

The effect of radiation stress on the insulating system, with implication on

motors performances, were revealed during the performance tests on motors.
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Conclusions

A deterioration of motors performances was noticed after their accelerated

subjected to operating and accident environmental conditions.

A sample increase has been noticed in the Io, open circuit current and Po, open

circuit losses, ac can seen and understood in figure 1.

U,

Figure 1

1 - Io after accelerated thermal ageing

2 - Po after accelerated thermal ageing

3 - Po after accelerated radiation ageing

4 - Io after accelerated radiation ageing

On the rated operating voltage, a 3,4 % increase of open - circuit current and

losses can be considerate as a result of accelerated thermal combined with mechanical stress

and humidity.
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After exposure to radiation some parameters: open - circuit current and losses

suffer a greater increase, namely 14 %. At the same time, a sensible deterioration of under

lead parameters has been occurred ( see figure 2).
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Figure 2

1- r\ after accelerated thermal ageing

2- cos (p after accelerated thermal ageing

3- T| after accelerated radiation ageing

4- cos cp after accelerated radiation ageing

Thus, there is a 4,3 % decrease in motor efficiently after accelerated thermal

ageing while the power factor has bad a much lower decrease.

However, after subjecting to radiation, the efficiency and the power factor of

the motor have a sensible decrease. Thus, the efficiency has a 8 % decrease while the power

factor has a 11,5 % one.
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Therefor, the subjecting of motors to stress equivalent to those during

operations, with an accelerated simulation of environmental conditions enable a separate

evaluation of their effects.

It can thus determined whether at the end of their operating life, the motors still

meet the required performances. The combined effects of temperature, humidity, vibrations,

electric stress, radiation ageing, as well as the testing conditions, have been selected as being

more severe than those meet in actual operation.

For instance, the subjecting of motors to oven temperature implies the

subjecting of all components to the some high temperature while under' actual operating

conditions; parts of the insulating system may operate at considerably lower temperatures. At

the same time the breakdown mechanisms due to mechanical and electric stress may differ

from those encountered in long term actual operation.

However, in order to shorter testing time, the temperature and humidity

exposure have been more severe.

The results of ageing methodology research are important for more reasons and

requirements and one of them is the design of equipment proper to operate in nuclear power

plants environmental with a design life time and without damages.
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